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Ultra-Drain Guard® Adjustable Frame Model

Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Part# 8930 Ultra-Drain Guard, Adjustable Frame Model
Part# 8931 Ultra-Drain Guard, Adjustable Frame Model, 10-Pack
Part# 8932 Ultra-Drain Guard, Adjustable Frame Model Replacement Filter Fabric, 10-Pack

INSTALLATION: 

1. The Ultra-Drain Guard, Framed Model is 
shipped with the frame in its smallest po-
sition. 

2. Remove catch basin grating
3. Clean dirt and debris from grating ledge
4. Position the Ultra-Drain Guard on the lip 

of the catch basin and grasping opposite 
sides of the frame,      stretch it as needed 
to fit the opening of the catch basin.  Re-
peat this process for the other two sides 
of the frame as needed.   

5. Reinstall grate.  To insure maximum effec-
tiveness, Drain Guard Frame should be 
secured (pinched) between grating and 
ledge.

INSTALLATION OF REPLACEMENT UL-
TRA-DRAIN GUARD INSERT (PART# 8932)

1. Remove the Ultra-Drain Guard, Framed 
Model from the catch basin, and remove 
the insert from the frame by separating all 
of the hook and loop strips.  

2. Dispose of the insert in accordance with 
applicable federal, state and local envi-
ronmental laws and regulations.   

3. Attach one replacement Ultra-Drain 
Guard Insert (Part# 8932) to the frame by 
securing all of the hook and loop strips.

Maintenance and disposal:

1. The Ultra-Drain Guard filters are de-
signed to be used for 3 to 6 months un-
der normal conditions. Where heavy con-
tamination is present the unit will have a 
reduced life expectancy. When the unit 
has collected about 6 inches of sediment 
it is recommended that it be replaced.  
The unit should also be replaced if free 
oil can be seen floating and is not be-
ing absorbed. The Ultra-Drain Guards 
should be inspected on a regular basis. 

2. Dispose of unit in accordance with ap-
plicable federal, state and local environ-
mental laws and regulations. The user is 
solely responsible for compliance with 
maintenance and disposal laws and reg-
ulations.  The manufacturer or seller as-
sumes no responsibility for proper or im-
proper maintenance or disposal.


